Biography


Earthquake in Haiti

PLEASE HELP THE POOR PEOPLE IN NEED!

BITTE HELFEN SIE ARMEN UND VERLETZTEN MENSCHEN IN NOT!
program: „Liberty and Peace Now! Human Rights Reporters

station 2: Stadradio Heilbronn

station 3: Offener Kanal (Open ChannelPublic TV)

station 4: IBS TV Liberty

style: Investigative journalism

Publisher since 1986 of British Newsflash Magazine

Managing Editor of Liberty and Peace NOW! since 2006

Publisher of MJB Mission News, ISSN 1999-8414 since 2008

Founder of Regionalhilfe.de, media and help projects

Founder of International Family Network d734

Andreas Klamm – Sabaot (born February 6, 1968) in Ludwigshafen am Rhein (Germany), known also as Andreas Klamm, Andrew. P. (Pilgrim) Harrod, Uli Setz, Andrew Suhr, Andreas Suhr, Andre Sabaot, Andrew Wellington, Tobias Schlüfkes (used artist names and pseudonyms) is a French-German broadcast journalist, journalist, author, news correspondent, reporter, editor, independent television radio and film producer since 1986. Since 1986 Andreas Klamm – Sabaot is registered as publisher of the news and travel magazine British Newsflash Magazine, since 2006 he is the publisher of Liberty and Peace Now! Human Rights Reporters and he became the co-founder and publisher of MJB Mission News, ISSN 1999-8414 in 2008.

He was a former student in nursing management in 2003 and 2004 with the Protestant University of Applied Science for social and public healthcare in Ludwigshafen am Rhein in Germany. He has not continued to study because of special circumstances which have taken the chances to study. He got in need. He is also of the founder of several international alternative associations, of three companies in Germany and in the United Kingdom and of two international magazines. In 1986 he has founded British Newsflash Magazine est. 1986 and in 2008 he has founded in association with Reverend Yawovi Nyonata the international mission news magazine MJB Mission NEWS, ISSN 1999-8414, in TOGO, West-Africa.

In 1986 he has founded Independent Broadcasting Service Liberty (IBS), Radio IBS Liberty and IBS Television Liberty which is also known as Radio IBS Liberty and IBS Television Liberty in the city of Leeds, West Yorkshire, England, United Kingdom and in the city of Speyer am Rhein, Rheinland-Pfalz in Germany. He is also an investigative journalist and did after the arrest of the "Junge Welt" (daily newspaper) correspondent and journalist, Mrs. Heike Schrader, which got arrested in 2007 at the airport Cologne - Bonn in Germany under the suspicion of terrorism after she has published a book about torture in Europe, a lot of research on the issues of international terrorism, torture and war. Since 1984 he is working both for commercial mass media, referred as main stream media and international alternative media. Some of radio and television programs have been also broadcast in the United States of America. His essay and special coverage about the arrest of the journalist and news correspondent Mrs. Heike Schrader has been nationwide recognized and published in many different media throughout the country of Germany.

„Horses and dogs seems to be more intelligent than us poor human beings in the area of social ties and behavior. Have you ever heard a dog or a horse, which was white or yellow calling a brown dog or a black horse to be a non-dog or to be a non-horse? The critics
He filed for conscientious objector status, which was denied by German Military authorities. After he has written to the German military council in the German city of Neustadt (Germany) a petition in 1989 / 1990 that he wants not to participate any kind of war for Germany, he is officially known and filed as a peace activist. For speaking out his opinion about the German military while being in service as a soldier and journalist he has got almost arrested by the German Military Police in 1989. First after some negotiations „peace talks“ with soldiers he was free to go. These incidents have been filed in the military records of the former soldier which is writing and publishing articles as a journalist since 1984. In 1989 he was associated in the city of Germersheim (Germany) with the Student Mission Germany as known as Studenten Mission Deutschland (SMD).

He has stated: "I do know that war is clearly wrong," in 1989 caused by faith. In the petition to the military council which he has written after he has completed the entire forced service 15 months labor as a soldier in the German Air Force the journalist has made the statement that for reason of conscience, religion, belief and faith he wants not to participate any kind of war for the country of Germany.

The military council has refused to grant peace and therefore the journalist could be forced to participate a war for Germany against his will. However the journalist still refuses to participate any kind of war for the country of Germany.

After the bombing by air strike in Northern Afghanistan on September 4, 2009 ordered by the GERMAN BUNDESWEHR (military) which caused many children and teenagers to die, Andreas Klamm Sabaot has written to the German State Prosecutor in the city of Berlin in Germany and filed a second time for conscientious objector status in December 2009.

On January 12, 2009 the Federal Government of Germany has accepted the conscientious objector status of the French-German journalist Andreas Klamm Sabaot, which has been issued by the Bundesamt fuer den Zivildienst (Federal Office for civil public service) in the city of Cologne in Germany.

Since October 2006 the journalist and editor has published about 8,000 articles in the German and English language. Hundreds of articles which he has written have been published in regional newspapers such as Tagespost (Daily Mail) and Morgenpost (Morning Post) in Speyer am Rhein and in other national and international papers. He has participated several times with the JVC Tokyo Video Film Festival and has produced several television productions in New York City, United States of America. His first film production "Bad Bergzabern - Kurstadt mit Herz" a documentary about a city in Germany got recognized in 1986 in the papers. After his TV documentary "November 9, 1938 and today" has been aired on public television he and some of his co-producers have received threats including death threats. Since 1988 he is also engaged in the human rights movement and known as social activist. He has produced radio programs and television programs about refugees in 1988 and several times about torture. He is taking a public stand against the death penalty and has signed dozens petitions and has produced also television and radio programs about people facing the death penalty. He is also writing articles in co-operation with Jewish writers about the history of Germany.

In 2008 he became a member of the group „Human Rights Leaders for OBAMA“. The author and journalist is an active supporter of the grass root movement for refugees campaign.
called „Save Me Heidelberg“ in the city of Heidelberg, Germany', [http://www.save-me-heidelberg.de/patinnen-paten.12.html](http://www.save-me-heidelberg.de/patinnen-paten.12.html) which stands for „Save ME Heidelberg Campaign - people for refugees, UN program / Pro Asyl, in association with the association Pro Asyl. In June 2007 he has been in Germany working as a broadcast journalist and news correspondent and covered stories about the G8 summit in Heiligendamm, Germany as one of about 4,700 accredited journalists. During the G8 summit he has taken about 1,400 photographs. In January 2008 he became the director of the branch for the United Kingdom branch and the branch for German of the international JEWISH-CHRISTIAN John Baptist Mission of Togo, which has been founded in 2004. More information on the international mission are available on

[www.johnbaptistmission.org](http://www.johnbaptistmission.org)

[www.missionjb.org](http://www.missionjb.org)

[www.missionjb.blogspot.com](http://www.missionjb.blogspot.com)

[www.johnbaptistmission.blogspot.com](http://www.johnbaptistmission.blogspot.com)

[www.johnbaptistmission.wordpress.com](http://www.johnbaptistmission.wordpress.com)

**Multicultural and international background**

The journalist and author is a Black-White, African-Caucasian (europid) descendant of a French citizen and former French Army officer, Lieutenant, Mr. Haedi Sabaot, which has been stationed in 1945 in Germany. The former French Army Lieutenant is missing since 1945. Haedi Sabaot is born in the capital city of TUNIS in the country of TUNESIA and AFRICAN. Haedi Sabaot was a Lieutenant of the „Cuirassier Du 5ème Régiment“ of the FRENCH MILITARY. His grandmother, Mrs. Martha MAIER - Kolacz has left for political reasons and because of persecution by people which have been still influenced with the Nazi doctrine in 1950 Germany for ever and has changed her citizenship from the German citizenship into the Australian citizenship. Martha Maier – KOLACZ used to live in the city of MELBOURNE, State of Victoria, AUSTRALIA before she passed away.

She later has married Joseph Kolacz in Australia. Since 1984 Andreas Klamm – Sabaot is involved in an investigative search for his own grandfather, the former French Army Lieutenant, Mr. Haedi Sabaot. About four years ago he was able to find the son of a close friend to his grandfather which was also a French Army Officer. The search for his grandfather is still ongoing. His grandfather disappeared in 1945 after World War II. In 1950 Mrs. Martha Kolacz which has been in love and friendship with the French Army Lieutenant Mr. Haedi Sabaot became in the city of Melbourne, in the state of Victoria an Australian citizen and has married in Australia another man, Mr. Joseph Kolacz from Poland, a former Security Police Officer (SP) which was working for the Polish Devision Poland of the U.S. Armed Forces in Europe in 1945. Because of his multi-cultural family background he is in many times "...not thinking as a German citizen but as an international citizen or as an citizen of this world...", he stated many times even on his radio and television programs. His father, Manfred Klamm (born on April 10, 1944) a former fire fighter has passed away on February 4, 2000 after a car accident. His mother used to work in the medical field and for a federal Government institution in Germany. He has one older and one younger sister.

Since 1984 he is traveling to other countries, such as Belgium, France, Spain, Scotland, Ireland,
Wales, England, United Kingdom and the United States of America and seeking co-operation for the radio and television productions with people from many different countries. Andreas Klamm - Sabaot is able to speak and write the German and English language. Besides these language skills he has taken courses in French, Greek and Latin. Since 2006 he lives and works both in London, United Kingdom and in Germany and is working in the United Kingdom, France, Germany and Sweden. He has published books in different countries such as France and Germany. He is calling New York City in the United States of America his “home, the city in which his friends do live”, the second choice as home he describes is London (United Kingdom), the third choice Paris (France) and in Germany he likes the city of Berlin.

3mnewswire.org - news wire, independent and international

3mnewswire.org has been founded as an alternative news wire service by Andreas Klamm - Sabaot, journalist and author in 1984 in Ludwigshafen, Germany. The international alternative media is providing news, photo, radio and television productions since 1984 in the English and German language. Since 1990 the services are provided in the French and partial in the Spanish language also. The publications and news releases issued by 3mnewswire.org can be found also with names which have been in use until 2007 such as C.I.N. Newsflash international, Pilgrim HRMA News Association, BNMG, info24news. 3mnewswire.org is also published as television program on cable and the world wide web, television and radio program in the English and German language. 3mnewswire.org is operated as an alternative not for profit media in the sense that it is not a commercial operated main stream media. More information are available on

www.3mnewswire.org
www.3mnews.org
www.3mnewswire.blogspot.com
www.3mnewswire.wordpress.com

Liberty and Peace NOW! Human Rights Reporters

Media project Human Rights Reporter

The international media project human rights reporters / Medienprojekt "Menschenrechts-Reporter" Liberty and Peace Now! Human Rights Reporters has been founded in December 2006 with the friendly support by the author Hans-Jürgen Graf, which lives in the city of Nuremberg in Germany. For covering stories about more then 150 serious cases of abuses of the human rights the journalist has received again threats, including death threats, as it happened already in the year 2000 after he has published a documentary on television. He is covering the stories about human rights issues with journalist from many different countries.

www.libertyandpeacenow.org
http://www.radiotvinfo.org
www.menschenrechtsreporter.org
http://www.menschenrechtsreporter.blogspot.com
http://www.humanrightsreporters.wordpress.com
Andreas Klamm - Sabaot, journalist and author, broadcasting host, photo and TV journalist likes to share his political views in photo art works also. One example of the photo art works created by Andreas Klamm is providing in the German language the message:

"We have to live together. If anyone is going his own way it will be soon too late..., Human Rights are valid for all people! No chance for the Nazi terror. In memory of the victims of the Nazi terror from 1933 and 1945 and in memory for those who have got killed because of the Nazi Terror after 1945. 1948 - 2008, 60th anniversary of the declaration of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 by the United Nations." 3mnewswire.org

Investigative journalism career

Career as journalist, author, broadcasting host, founder of independent media, news correspondent, reporter

A very short and brief description of some works. When he was a teenager Andreas Klamm – Sabaot has started after participating some couple of weeks with a basic and practical training of journalism with the editorial offices of the regional newspaper "Rheinpfalz" in Ludwigshafen am Rhein to work as journalist. His basic skills and knowledge about journalism he has received from the female journalist Christina Osterwald, which was working for the newspaper "Rheinpfalz" in the German city of Ludwigshafen am Rhein. He has participated a course for broadcast journalists held by journalist Ulrich Wickert (ARD, Tagesthemen). The journalist is influenced by several great and precious journalists. He has made the public statement that Amy Goodman from Democracy Now! (www.democracynow.org) New York City, Ulrich Wickert from the ARD (German Television) - Tagesthemen, the journalist Peter Hahne from Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF, German Television), the author of many books Prof. Dr. Werner Gitt and the author Christiane Philipp are some of his favorite journalists and authors.

He wrote an essay about the German governor Bernhard Vogel and got his first interview with the former governor of two states in Germany when he was 16 years of age and got another interview with Dr. Bernhard Vogel 20 years later. In 1990 he had the chance for an interview for a paper in the city of Mannheim with musician Robin Beck (from New York City, U.S.A.) which is known for her famous song "The very first time". In 2005 he has produced an interview with the politician Jürgen Trittin and has documented the incident caused by German Neo-Nazis after a public speech of the politician. Since 1984 he has produced hundreds of interviews with well known people for radio and television programs and since 1990 he is also producing interviews with homeless people. After he has published the reports about people which have been in the danger of starving to death he has founded the media project Regionalhilfe.de, in the English language Regional Aid, which is dedicated to the poor people to find relief and help.

www.regionalhilfe.de

www.regionalhilfe.blogspot.com

www.regionalhilfe.wordpress.com

The broadcast journalist Amy Goodman from Democracy NOW! (www.democracynow.org) and the broadcast journalist Andreas Klamm – Sabaot from Liberty and Peace NOW! Human
Rights Reporters (www.radiotvinfo.org) have been meeting in Stockholm in Sweden in December 2008. Amy Goodman has received the Right Livelihood Award. In 1984 he has switched to write for the Daily Mail in the city of Speyer in Germany as known Tagespost Speyer (Reference: Tagespost Speyer, Archive, online, http://www.tagespost-speyer.de until the year 2002. The newspaper went out of business and the journalist continued to write for the Morning Post, as known as Morgenpost Speyer until 2005.

He has written and published hundreds of articles with newspapers, papers and dozen of photographs. Hundreds of his articles can be found in many different places on the world wide web and in the online archive available on the internet. In 1984 the foundation of private broadcasting in Germany in the German city of Ludwigshafen has taken place. In 1984 Andreas Klamm - Sabaot became the host of several radio programs and shows. In the same year he became a host in the age of 16 years on public television and became of member of the German Youth Press Association as known as Dachverband der Deutschen Jugendpresse (DdJ). In 1984 he became also a producer of many different radio and television programs which have been aired (broadcast) on regional cable radio and television with the possible range of about 100,000 viewers on the regional cable television network. In 1984 he has founded the international 3mnewswire.org, which is providing independent news and information around the world in the English, French, Spanish and German language. He has also founded the Rundfunk- und Programmarbeitsgemeinschaft fuer Film, Funk und Fernsehen, RPF (broadcasting and program association for film, broadcasting and television. The independent non-commercial association is an regional assembly of independent radio and television producers. Since 1993 he is a member of several unions and the author is also a member of the International Federation of Journalists (IFJ, www.ifj.org) besides other organizations and an affiliate of the World Association for Christian Communication (WACC).

**IBS Independent Broadcasting Service Liberty**

In 1986 he became the founder in the German city of Speyer am Rhein and in the English city of Leeds, West Yorkshire, England, United Kingdom of IBS Independent Broadcasting Service Liberty, also known as IBS Independent Broadcasting Service Leeds which is providing since 1986 by international distribution on cable television and radio and on the internet television and radio productions in the English, German and French sometimes even in the Spanish language.

5. www.ibstelevision.org

IBS Independent Broadcasting Service Liberty, Radio IBS Liberty, IBS Television Liberty are independent and international media which are working international, inter-cultural, inter-religious and are operating not for profit, meaning in the sense of not commercial and are supporting international understanding since 1986.

The television and radio productions have been supported by journalists, reporters, television and radio producers from the around the world, such as journalists and co-producers form the United States of America, the United Kingdom, England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, France, Spain,
Brazil, Portugal, Paraguay and even journalists from the country of Iraq. In 1986 the journalist and author Andreas Klamm - Sabaot became the founder of British Newsflash Magazine, which could be best described as independent news and travel magazine and got listed not only in many search engines but in the national directory for periodicals the STAMM-Verlags-Verzeichnis, in Essen (listing of periodicals, international). British Newsflash Magazine is published monthly and available as PDF magazine and is providing several online editions on the internet.

Already when he was 16 years of age he has produced a lot of interviews with famous regional and even national politicians, such as Theo Magin, which used to be a member of the German Parliament. In the age of 18 he produced an interview with the intendant and director of the German public TV and radio station, Prof. Dr. Hubert Rhode. Andreas Klamm – Sabaot has received with his television production "Hier ist Radio 94, 2 - das Stadtradio Saarbrücken" (Here is radio 94,2 the city station ...) an award by the state film department and department of the state for political education of the state of Rhineland-Palatinate in Germany. He has received other awards already in the years of 1986, 1987, 1988 and 1989.

The money associated with the awards and honors, Andreas Klamm - Sabaot has used to produce even more television and radio productions and for the foundation of IBS Independent Broadcasting Service Liberty. 1988-1989: While being on forced duty for 15 months as a solider with the German Air Force (German Military service) Andreas Klamm has covered a news story about the Germany military as soldier in uniform with the radio station Radio RPR in Germany which is a well known commercial radio station. He had to ask a leading commander for permission to produce the radio program. Because he has been forced to become a soldier he had to ask Lieutenant Colonel Berent Koven for permission to cover a story on radio while being as solider in uniform. 1990: After his forced military service Andreas Klamm, took a course in journalism and has been working for a commercial radio station in the German city of Heilbronn as known as Stadtradio Heilbronn, besides his other engagements with IBS Independent Broadcasting Service Liberty. In the German city of Mannheim he became in 1990 an editor working for the weekly periodical "Wochenblatt" Mannheim. From 1996 to 1997 he was a member of the political party CDU, as known as the Christliche Demokratische Union Deutschlands (Christian Democratic Union) in the German city of Ludwigshafen. For political reason he has quit his membership with the CDU in Germany. In 1996 the journalist has founded a small commercial business which has been providing all kind of photos, news and information about horses and horse back riding. The small business has been known as Horse Rider Media Data (HRM NEWS) and went out of business because of missing customers which have been able or willing to pay for the services which have been provided. He was working also for the well known news wire service ddp Deutscher Depeschen Dienst in Germany and has been covering news reports about the minister for defense in Germany, Dr. Peter Struck in the city of Speyer am Rhein in Germany. Andreas Klamm – Sabaot is working also for the news wire service onpra.de and other independent and commercial media on the internet, radio and television.

In 2001 and 2002 he has been traveling two times to the United States of America and gathering news and information and has published reports on radio, television and on the internet about the events related to the terror attacks on September 11, 2001.

He became also a volunteer with the American Red Cross (ARC) and with All Nations Baptist Church in New York City. In the streets of New York City in action of faith and belief he has passed out in person gospel tracts to about 5.000 people. The Gospel tract has been called "The Gospel of Jesus Christ to the people of New York City". He has attended as a guest in 2002 in New York with the Queens College a course for Modern Jewish History and music. After his flight in 2006 to London surprisingly got canceled because of a possible terror plot he has
produced interviews with the airport authorities and passengers about the possible terror plot at the airport for a television news cast while waiting for his flight to the city of London in the United Kingdom. Some of his very best friends, which he stated during public speeches and on radio and television do live in the greatest city that never sleeps and which is known as New York City in the United States of America (U.S.A.). He got in close contact with the Jewish community also and calls some people of the Jewish community his very special friends. In 2003 and 2004 he has been a student in nursing management with the Protestant University of Applied Science for social welfare and health care in the German city of Ludwigshafen am Rhein.

As only a „secondary profession“ in 1993 he became after a training of three years also a registered nurse (R.N., RGN) and was working as a nurse both in the United Kingdom and in Germany. He was working also as an ITU nurse in London with the Clementine Churchill Hospital and with well known university hospitals in Germany. Even while working as a nurse (R.N., RGN) registered with the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC, www.nmc-uk.org) in London he continued to write articles for newspapers and has continued to produce radio and television programs. He used to work 18 hours per single day. After several seriously dangerous accidents in 1994, 1995, 1996 he had to reduce because of health related physical difficulties his daily work scheme. In London 2006 he has reduced his daily work load to "only 16 hours" work during a day. In 2007 he has covered as a journalist, news correspondent, broadcasting host of 3mnewswire.org, radio and television producer the G8 summit in Heiligendamm in Germany from the inside perspective taking thousands of photographs from the healthy and rich people and of the people which are called "rulers of the world."

The security guards of the G8 summit in Heiligendamm, Germany became witnesses that Andreas Klamm – Sabaot has been producing television programs at 2.00 am in the morning because "...all of us have been quite busy...there was no other chance than even to produce interviews at 2.00 a.m. in the morning..."... His articles for news papers, online magazines and productions for radio and television often are about culture, international affairs, society, health care, political, religious, Jewish, Christian, Muslim, Buddhist, faith, believe affairs. He is writing about politics, international understanding, human rights, international issues, culture, medical issues and society. From September 2006 to February 2009 he has produced and published 551 television productions in the English and German language. In December 2008 he has produced in Stockholm in Sweden several television productions about the Right Livelihood Award which is known as the Alternative Nobel Prize and about the journalist Amy Goodman from Democracy Now! (an independent television and radio news hour, www.democracynow.org) which is the first journalist which has received the Right Livelihood Award with her sister laureates Dr. Monika Hauser (Swiss-Italian, founder of Medica Mondiale, Germany), Asha Haji Elmi (a female politician from Somali), Krishnammal Jagannathan, which is referred with her husband Sankaralingam Jagannathan as the "Soul of India". The journalist, broadcast journalist and author Andreas Klamm – Sabaot is a member of national and international journalist and press organizations such as the IFJ International Federation of Journalists (IFJ, http://www.ifj.org) and other associations. Although the journalist, broadcast journalist and author sometimes is working even day and night he became not rich. He is quite poor and seriously diseased with diseases which could lead to death.

Official request for change of citizenship

In October 2007 the journalist Andreas Klamm has requested with the U.S. Department for Justice in Washington, D.C., United States of America and former U.S. President George Walker Bush the change of citizenship according to article 15 of the UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF THE HUMAN RIGHTS, proclaimed in 1945 in New York City in the United States of America (U.S.A.) by the United Nations. He desires to become an U.S. citizen. In November 2009 he has renewed his request for change of citizenship with the 44th President of the United States of America, Barack Obama.
America (U.S.A.), Barack H. Obama in Washington, D.C. May as an alternative to the U.S. citizenship he has requested also to receive the British citizenship.

Other writing

Some books which the author and journalist Andreas Klamm - Sabaot has published recently:

France (Frankreich)


Germany (Deutschland)

Liberty, Peace and Media: Amy Goodman - Excellent Journalists In Extraordinary Times, Books on Demand Gmbh; Norderstedt, Deutschland; (February 2009), 264 pages. Author: Andreas Klamm, Journalist. Language: English / German, bi-lingual); ISBN-10: 3-8370-7473-0, ISBN-13: 978-383707473. 18,90 Euro


The books are available in all book stores in France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland and available with online bookstores such as www.amazon.de, www.amazon.fr, www.bod.de, www.bod.fr, www.alapage.com, www.libri.de, www.buch.de and many others. Interviews Andreas Klamm, Journalist In most of the cases Andreas Klamm - Sabaot has produced interview on television and radio with following people, which is only a little number provided as an example and reference for people which have been on television and radio programs produced by Andreas Klamm and have answered questions during interviews.

People which have got interviewed by the journalist, Andreas Klamm:

1. Graf Oldag von Schwerin, ehemaliger Vorsitzender Verkehrs-Verein Ludwigshafen am Rhein
2. Jürgen Trittin, Bundesminister, Bündnis 90 / Die Grünen
3. Franz Müntefering, SPD, Vize-Kanzler, Bundesminister für Arbeit & Soziales
4. Bürgermeister Kurt Sturm, Neuhofen
5. Dr. Bernhard Vogel, Ministerpräsident a. D. Rheinland-Pfalz / Thüringen
6. Dr. Heiner Geißler, CDU, Politiker, Autor
7. König Cephas Bansah, Ghana / Ludwigshafen
8. Axel Buchholz, SR, Saarländischer Rundfunk
9. Prof. Dr. Hubert Rohde, Intendant (a. D.), Saarländischer Rundfunk, SR
10. Martina Schmidt, Moderatorin, Redakteurin, SR Saarländischer Rundfunk
11. Peter Hoffmann, Präsident Reiter-Verein Mannheim e.V.
12. Judy Bailey, Sängerin und Künstlerin
13. Lothar Liebig, Leitender Oberstaatsanwalt, Staatsanwaltschaft Frankenthal
14. Hans-Carsten Hansen, Personalchef der BASF AG Ludwigshafen am Rhein
15. Michael Elster, CDU, Erster Beigeordneter, Rhein-Pfalz-Kreis
16. Gerhard Stratthaus, CDU, Finanzminister des Landes Baden-Württemberg
17. Ulrike Folkerts, bekannt als Lena Odenwald, Kripo Ludwigshafen im Tatort
18. OB Dr. Wolfgang Schulte, SPD, Oberbürgermeister a. D., Stadt Ludwigshafen am Rhein
19. Dr. Ernst Bartholomé, CDU, Landrat a. D., Landkreis Ludwigshafen / Rhein-Pfalz-Kreis
20. Werner Schröter, SPD, Landrat, Rhein-Pfalz-Kreis
21. Werner Schineller, CDU, Oberbürgermeister der Stadt Speyer
22. Kurt Beck, SPD, Ministerpräsident des Landes Rheinland-Pfalz, Vorsitzender der SPD
25. Gerhard Widder, SPD, Oberbürgermeister, Stadt Mannheim
26. Walter Altvater, Politiker, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen
27. Elke Anita Dewitt, Buchautorin, Sängerin
28. Elaine Hudson, Sängerin, USA/Mannheim
29. Chuck Truitt, ehemaliger US marine, Pastor und Buch-Autor (USA)
32. Martin Behrsing, Sprecher Erwerbslosenforum Deutschland, Bonn
33. Thomas Müller, Sozialaktivist, Nürnberg
34. Wolfram Sondermann, Politiker, DIE LINKE, Ludwigshafen am Rhein
35. DJ Moquai, Mannheim, Bermudafunk
36. Kenneth Ross, Schauspieler Nationaltheater Mannheim, Deutschland und Scotland
37. Michael Elster, CDU, Erster Kreisbeigeordneter Rhein-Pfalz-Kreis
38. Manfred Letzelter, DJV, Deutscher Journalisten-Verband, Presse-Referent, Bad Dürkheim
39. Lutz Pauls, MERC Mannheim
40. Martin Stadlmaier, Chef der Staatskanzlei Rheinland-Pfalz
41. Theo Magin, CDU, Bundestags-Abgeordneter
42. Dr. Eva Lohse, Oberbürgermeisterin der Stadt Ludwigshafen am Rhein
43. Prof. Klaus Töpfer, CDU, Bundestagsabgeordneter, Umwelt, Vereinte Nationen (United Nations)
44. Ulla Jelpke, Journalistin, Mitglied des Bundestags, Innenpolitische Sprecherin DIE LINKE
45. Frank Petersen, bekannter Schlagersänger aus der Pfalz (in Hit-Paraden von Dieter Thomas Heck und Andy Borg)
46. Michael Heise, Journalist, Autor, Künstler, Maler (aus Speyer am Rhein)
47. Petra Karl, Moderatorin, Sozialaktivistin
48. Hans Jürgen Ladinek, Beauftragter für Jugendsachen, Polizeidirektion Ludwigshafen
49. Professor Heiner Bielefeldt, Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte, Berlin
50. Ilja Seifert, Mitglied des Deutschen Bundestages, Berlin, Die Linke
51. Claudia Kleinert, TV-Moderatorin, ARD, Erstes Deutsches Fernsehen (German Television) [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_13NH3HNuU] Interview mit Claudia Kleinert bei XXL-info.Compact
52. Stefan Dallinger, Direktor Metropol-Region Rhein-Neckar
53. Wolfgang Bantz, Fernseh-Produzent
54. Wolfgang Schumacher, Sprecher der Landesregierung Rheinland-Pfalz
54. Jaqueline Kraege, Staatssekretärin im Ministerium für Umwelt und Forsten Rheinland-Pfalz

55. David Gallup, President of World Government, Washington, D.C., United States of America (www.worldgovernment.org)

56. Gabriel Goldberg, M.A., Jerusalem, Israel

57. Dr. Herbert Hillel Goldberg, Jerusalem, Israel, Editor of "Haschiwah" – Die Rückkehr

58. Sonja Wiegand, Judaistik-Studentin

59. Claudia Leistner, Eiskunstläuferin, MERC, Mannheim

60. Dirk Niebel, Generalsekretär der FDP und arbeitsmarktpolitischen Sprecher der FDP-Bundestagsfraktion and many, many other people such as people related to politics, culture, art, media, author, politicians, business owners, society, sports and social affairs.

Other publications can be found on (portable PDF magazine editions)

1. British Newsflash Magazine since 1986
   http://www.britishnewsflash.org
   http://www.britishnewsflash.blogspot.com
   http://www.britishnewsflash.de
   http://www.britishnewsflash.net

2. MJB Mission News, ISSN 1999-8414, news and travel magazine
   http://www.scribd.com/mjbnews
   http://www.ifnd734.org
   http://www.mjbmissionnews.blogspot.com
   http://www.mjbnews.wordpress.com

3. 3mnewswire.org
   http://www.3mnewswire.org
   http://www.3mnews.org
   http://www.3mnewswire.wordpress.com

Recognition

Awards and promotions by the state film department of Rhineland-Palatinata, Germany in 1986, 1987, 1988 and 1989 for the television productions such as:
1. "Die 4" Quiz-Show von and mit Andreas Klamm, Entertainment, 1986
2. "Hier ist Radio 94,2 - das Stadtradio Saarbrücken", (Here is FM radio 94, 2 - the city radio station)
3. "TV-Talk über die Möglichkeiten von Journalisten", (TV Talk about the opportunities of journalists), with journalist talking about their aims, opportunities and reason which caused them to work as journalists, 1989

Current recommendations by governmental operated institutes and private
companies. For the television production "November 9, 1938 and today" (2000). A
documentation about an event in memory of the victims of the Nazi-Terror-Regime in 1933 to
1945 the television producer Andreas Klamm and some of the co-producers have received
threats including death threats.

References

1. About 4,000 information about Andreas Klamm on Yasni.de: http://www.yasni.de
/index.php?action=webprofile&name=Andreas+Klamm&number=3765 Yasni.de - What does
the internet knows about you: Andreas Klamm / Was weiß das Internet über Sie

objk_id=160248

3. Andreas Klamm TV Journalist on http://youtube.com/andreasklamm About 550 TV
productions all produced by Andreas Klamm, 2006-February 2009

Andreas Klamm Journalist


6. Liberty and Peace NOW ! Human Rights Reporters, international media project for human
rights, since 2006,

http://www.humanrightsreporters.wordpress.com ,

http://www.radiotvinfo.org ,

www.menschenrechtsreporter.blogspot.com,

www.libertyandpeacenow.org ,

www.menschenrechtsreporter.org

France


eBooks

The ebooks written by Andreas Klamm Sabaot are available with
www.bookrix.com/-andreasklamm


Web-Seite: http://1984natalie.wordpress.com


Photographs for national and international media coverage are available on:

1. http://ibstvliberty.jalbum.net/IBS%20TV%20Liberty,%202/1_Andreas_Klamm_Sabaot_2/index.html
2. http://ibstvliberty.jalbum.net/IBS%20TV%20Liberty,%202/1
3. http://jalbum.net/users/ibstvliberty
4. http://cid-babdf3fb13fa8f77.profile.live.com
Copyright of the photographs by 3mnewswire.org and Andreas Klamm Sabaot.

Andreas Klamm – Sabaot French-German Journalist, broadcast journalist, author, presenter

Date of Birth: February 6, 1968

Place of Birth: Ludwigshafen am Rhein

living

London, United Kingdom

Categories: Investigative journalists, Alternative journalists, French journalist, German journalist, German Writers, 1968 births, Radio producer, Television producer, film producer

More Information are available:

akc Andreas Klamm– Sabaot CommunicationsLiberty and Peace NOW!
Human Rights Reporters
Postfach / P.O. BOX 11 13
D 67137 Neuhofen
Deutschland / Germany

Andreas Klamm Journalist
c/o 160 Greenford Road
SUDSBURY HILL HARROW – London HA13QS
England
United Kingdom

e-mail: kontakt@radiotvinfo.org, andreasklamm@hotmail.com
Telephone: 0049 1805-233633-48 865
Mobile Phone: 0049 178 817 2114
Fax: 001 503 212 6883
U.S.A., 0044 844 504 2794 United Kingdom,
Fax: 0180 577 115 1591 Germany

IBS International Brodacasting Service Liberty, Radio IBS Liberty, IBS TV Liberty,
www.mjbmissionnews.blogspot.com www.mjbmagazine.wordpress.com,
www.britishnewsflash.org/mjbmagazine
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